I wish to sponsor the efforts of CARIC. Please find enclosed my donation of $1.

I wish only to subscribe to the INTELLIGENCE REPORTS and to COUNTER-SPY (56/individual, $10/organization).

YIP

JOIN THE COUNTER-SPY INTELLIGENCE REPORT

CARIC publishes a bi-weekly INTELLIGENCE REPORT and a quarterly named COUNTER-SPY featuring various articles examining the structures and operations of U.S. Intelligence. In addition, CARIC publishes occasional pamphlets on various concepts that affect Intelligence. CARIC also provides reprints of selected articles on Intelligence which have appeared in other publications.

CARIC is preparing a guide to U.S. Intelligence which will serve as a citizen access device to the hidden world of government operations. We hope that any controversy raised by this guide or the guide’s sponsors will focus on American Intelligence, not the controversy and the efforts of society to understand the Intelligence. CARIC will focus on American Intelligence focused with its Intelligence. The TestCase and the effort of society to understand the Intelligence will focus on American Intelligence focused with its Intelligence.

STOP TECHNOFASCISM

STOP SPYING

IN-FROM-THE-COLD HEARINGS

CARIC will sponsor In-From-The-Cold Hearings featuring public testimony by individuals intimately involved with U.S. Intelligence. The hearings will focus on American Intelligence focused with its Intelligence. The(TestCase and the effort of society to understand the Intelligence will focus on American Intelligence focused with its Intelligence.

TEAM

JOIN THE COUNTER-SPY INTELLIGENCE REPORT AND COUNTER-SPY

STOP THE SPYING

STOP TECHNOFASCISM

CARIC will sponsor In-From-The-Cold Hearings featuring public testimony by individuals intimately involved with U.S. Intelligence. The hearings will focus on American Intelligence focused with its Intelligence.

TEAM

JOIN THE COUNTER-SPY INTELLIGENCE REPORT AND COUNTER-SPY

THE Committee for Action Research on the Intelligence Community (CARIC)
The headlines in American newspapers have for years told of Army surveillance of civilians, U.S. spy planes being shot down over other countries, attempted coups and intrigue initiated by the FBI wiretapping. We all know that Big Brother is watching, but no one in our government has taken the time to explain who is being spied upon, and why we are being watched. Too often, we American citizens don't even know who Big Brother is.

In 1955, President Eisenhower accepted the report of the Hoover Commission on U.S. Intelligence. Among other recommendations, the Commission emphasized the need for two "watchdog" agencies of the United States Intelligence Community. The Commission recommended that one such agency be the Office of Research and Analysis. The Commission also recommended that the other "watchdog" agency be an independent body that would be directly accountable to the public. This agency would be responsible for monitoring the activities of the United States Intelligence Community.

Now former intelligence workers and concerned citizens have formed a national association to provide the vital information an aware public needs to know about government operations. The Committee for Action/Research on the Intelligence Community (CARIC) is organized to reflect the operating procedures of a typical intelligence organization. Our research process involves collecting information from a wide variety of sources both in the public and private sectors. Our speakers bureau and workshops are an example of how we are bringing this information to the public.
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